
Jason Dodd 391909 CCI 
exhibits Paper spoon, hygiene packet doled out at shower times 
from 7 28 19 letter 
I am writing to you to inform you of the policies in CCI segregation units which in my opinion have 
significant constitutional infractions. And the public needs to know of this and I don’t think Madison has 
approved this. And how can I find out if Madison has approved the or not .OK. DS1 is solitary 
confinement, DS2 is also solitary confinement. DS2 is supposed to be better that DS1.In DS2 you can 
have your TV, order a little food, and have a cellmate. But these luxuries are obtaining a certain “step”. 
Each step you get more privileges etc. Now DS1 is also solitary confinement with none of those 
privileges. If you act up out of control they will put you on “control status” or if you self harm they will 
put you in observation status. Both of these statuses require a special cell where you can see the I/m 
24/7 and the I/m has to wear a paper smock “after” being completely nakedfor up to 24 hours. 
 
Now , here is DS1prior to this “new policy” if an I/m specifically does  something such as withholding hi 
tray, throwing liquid on a C/o. holding his hands out of the trap, etc, the that i/m will be placed on a 
“restriction” which will support the i/m inappropriate actins. If you attempt to self harm, you will be 
placed on “sharps” which means  you will not be given any sharp objects in order to prevent the I/m 
from self harming  
 
Now, the issue is that CCI ‘s policy now is: every single I/m who comes to DS1 is automatically placed on 
the above restrictions” This is “cruel and unusual punishment” for I/M such as myself who have not 
attempted to self harm. Me and 80% of the  I/m in DS1 have never attempted to self harm or has not 
done anything to be subjected to the “special restrictions”, which has been “transferred” into a “policy” 
now in DS1. 
 
 So I/m like me are not allowed to receive a tray through the top trap. I have to go to the back of my cell 
while the C/o slides my food on the floor through a bottom trap, like I’m an animal. If I don’t go to the 
back of my cell , I can’t have my food!! Mind you. I did nothing to require such an unusual way to get my 
food. We are not allowed cups of juice in the morning for breakfast or milk. The c/os have to pour the 
milk in our cereal  if we request it . And we are not allowed to have a milk after lunch or dinner? We 
areforced to drink nasty stinky water. Mind you, me and 80% of the I/ms have not done AYTHING to be 
subjected to this treatment. CCI’s DS1 policy stems from restrictions based on negative behavior from 
I/ms with severe mental health issues.  
 
Also we are not allowed to have a regular spoon . I’m sending you an unused spoon we have to use for 
each meal. Mind you, me and 80% of the i/m on DS1 has not done anything to be subjected to use this 
“spoon”: Also hygiene- we are not allowed to order soap, deodorant, tooth paste or have a toothbrush! 
We also are only allowed to take a shower 2 times a week .  Wednesdays and Saturdays.  And they have 
to provide us with deodorant which we only get 1 small packet 2 times a week (  when we take a 
shower)  so the 5 days between showers we aee without deodorant.  And recently they were Out of 
deodorant for 2 weeks. This is cruel and unusual punishment. And I need to know if Madison is aware of 
this. And who do we write? And CCI is still handing out180, 240 , 360 in hole time! The new 303 seg 
times doesn’t go post 90 days. We need the new 202 here and these people start following them! Thank 
you ( requests newsletter and prison news) 
 
 


